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02About Audi on demand

Audi on 
demand 
is Audi’s 
global 
mobility 
brand

Our key product - Audi on demand - complements the 
core business of the brand and provides a premium 
mobility solution for ambitious customers who strive 
for a distinctive and flexible lifestyle.

We transformed the Audi brand values into a 
mobility service model: “Audi on demand” is a global 
premium mobility service that focuses on demanding 
customers who need flexible access to the Audi fleet. 
We say: “Choose your Audi from an exclusive fleet 
and have the car delivered* to you at the touch of a 
button.”

Audi on demand strives to accommodate the 
customer in the best possible way: starting with a 
seamless customer journey, full digital touch points, 
car models of your choice, flexible booking, delivery 
and retrieval by concierge*, personal introduction, 
friendly staff, and of course a wide fleet of highly 
equipped Audi’s for every purpose.

About the service
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04Graphic Tools

Logo Wordmark

Audi on demand

Audi on demand

Wordmark
Rings & Wordmark
Logo Placement
Wordmark Stacking
Vertical Spacing
Horizontal Spacing
Minimum Size
Clear Space
Co-Branding Lockup
Prohibited Usage

The Audi on demand wordmark is the 
essential graphic for the brand. The 
brand name “Audi” appears in Audi 
Extended Bold, while “on demand” is in 
Audi Extended Normal and typed out 
lowercase. The wordmark appears in 
black or white, depending on the 
background. It should always be in one 
colour. 

04
05
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AOD_wordmark_CMYK.ai
AOD_wordmark_RGB.ai

Wordmark is also available in the 
following formats: PDF, PNG, WMF, 
SVG.
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The Ratio of Rings to Typography

The Audi on demand wordmark size  
is flexible. Scale to any size with 
Proportion 1 as the maximum size 
guideline and Proportion 2 as the 
minimum. Refer to the Audi CI portal 
for accurate ratios. 

Graphic Tools

Rings & Wordmark

Proportion 1

Proportion 2

https://www.audi.com/ci/en/intro
/basics/rings.html

Max Height

Min Height

The Rings and Wordmark are two core 
elements of the Audi on demand visual 
identity and act as an opening or a 
conclusion. The wordmark and logo should 
be a solid colour and always uniform– black 
or white, depending on the background.
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Logo 
Placement

Wordmark
Stacking

The Audi on demand wordmark can be 
flush-left or flush-right to the inner 
rings. The wordmark can appear above 
or below the rings. In the event of a 
horizontal arrangement, the rings can 
appear on the left or right.

Break the line to comfortably fit the 
wordmark in a small space.

Audi on demand

Audi on demand

Audi 
on demand

Audi on demand

Audi 
on demand

Audi 
on demand
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Vertical 
Spacing

Horizontal
Spacing

The Audi on demand wordmark should 
be a minimum vertical distance of half 
the ring size from the logo. The vertical 
space between the rings and wordmark 
can be increased as needed.

The Audi on demand wordmark should 
be a minimum horizontal distance of 
one ring size from the logo. The 
horizontal space between the rings and 
wordmark can be increased as needed.

Audi 
on demand

Minimum 
Vertical Distance

Minimum 
Horizontal Distance

https://www.audi.com/ci/en/
intro/basics/rings.html

https://www.audi.com/ci/en/
intro/basics/rings.html
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Minimum 
Size

Clear SpaceThe Audi on demand logo should play a 
prominent role in any layout. In the case 
that a small lock-up is required in print 
and digital applications, refer to the 
minimum size requirements. The rings 
and wordmark should always be used in 
combination with each other. 

There should always be a minimum of 
half a ring space between the Audi on 
demand logo and any other contents in a 
layout.

Audi 
on demand

Print

4.8mm ring height
7pt text

Screen

13px ring height
7pt text

Audi on demand13px

Audi on demand4.8mm
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Audi on demand
Event NameAudi on demand Partner Audi on demand

Location

Audi on demand
Art Experience

Audi on demand
Hong Kong

wordmark at the same cap height. In the 
case of event partnerships or locations, the 
name is typed as a subheadline in Audi Type 
Extended Normal. 

Graphic Tools

For co-branding opportunities, use one of 
the following lock-up options. In this 
situation, the Audi on demand lock-up can 
be used with or without rings. In  the 
partner logo option, the partner name is 
positioned to the right of the Audi 

Audi on demand

Partner logo lockup

Example lockup Example lockup Example lockup

Event logo lockup Location logo lockup

Co-Branding
Lockup
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Prohibited Usage The Audi on demand logo lockup follows the 
same principles as the logo used for the rest 
of the Audi brand. 

Don’t use rings without wordmark, 
or vice-versa.

Don’t separate wordmark 
from rings.

Don’t alter wordmark typeface or 
weight.

Don’t crop logo out of the frame.

Don’t stretch, alter, or add special 
effects to the rings or wordmark.

Don’t use different colours for 
each element.

Don’t use title case for entire 
wordmark.

Don’t display logo vertically or 
on an angle.

Don’t align wordmark to the 
outside edge of the rings.

Don’t use colours other than black 
or white.

In every situation and application, the 
guidelines surrounding wordmark and ring 
usage should be followed closely.

Audi on demand

Audi on demand

Audi on demandAudi on demand

Audi on demand

Audi on demand

Audi On Demand

Audi on demand
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Colour Primary
ColoursPrimary Colours

Secondary Colours
Colour Strategy

Audi Black, White, and Aluminum Silver 
are the Audi on demand colours. Audi 
Black and White are primary, while Audi 
Aluminum Silver serves as an accent 
colour. They should always be full tone– 
never darkened, lightened, or displayed 
transparently.

Audi Black

CMYK: 60/50/50/100
Pantone Black
HEX: #000000
RGB: 0/0/0

RAL: 9005
NCS: S 9000-N
Avery 900: 901

3M Scotchcal: SC 50-12 
Black
(vehicle lettering)

White

CMYK: 0/0/0/0
–
HEX: #ffffff
RGB: 255/255/255

RAL: 9010
NCS: S 0500-N
Avery 900: 900

3M Scotchcal: SC 50-10 
White
(vehicle lettering)

Audi Aluminum Silver

CMYK: 30/20/20/10
Pantone 877
HEX: #b3b3b3
RGB: 179/179/179

RAL: 9006
–
Avery 900: 990

11
12
13
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Secondary
Colours

Grey tones in the secondary colour palette 
can be applied to support the primary 
colour palette when needed. 

When a highlight or accent is needed, 
refer to this palette and choose a tone 
that compliments the application. Avoid 
the use of colour for Audi on demand– the 
brand’s principles surround simplicity and 
efficiency, which is achieved in the visual 
identity through the use of a restrictive 
colour palette. 

The primary and secondary colours can 
be used in any print, digital, or spatial 
applications, although the secondary 
colours should be used sparingly and only 
when necessary.

CMYK: 0/0/0/90 
HEX: #1a1a1a 
RGB: 26/26/26

CMYK: 0/0/0/30 
HEX: #b3b3b3 
RGB: 179/179/179

CMYK: 0/0/0/80 
HEX: #333333 
RGB: 51/51/51

CMYK: 0/0/0/20 
HEX: #cccccc 
RGB: 204/204/204

CMYK: 0/0/0/70 
HEX: #4c4c4c 
RGB: 76/76/76

CMYK: 0/0/0/15 
HEX: #d9d9d9 
RGB: 217/217/217

CMYK: 0/0/0/10 
HEX: #e5e5e5 
RGB: 229/229/229 

CMYK: 0/0/0/60 
HEX: #666666 
RGB: 102/102/102

CMYK: 0/0/0/5 
HEY: #f2f2f2 
RGB: 242/242/242

CMYK: 0/0/0/50 
HEX: #808080 
RGB: 128/128/128

CMYK: 0/0/0/40 
HEX: #999999 
RGB: 153/153/153 
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Colour Strategy The following graphic illustrates preferred 
colour usage across all Audi on demand 
applications. Audi Black and White are 
the two primary colours. Audi Aluminum 
Silver does not need to be used in every 
application and serves as an accent colour, 

but it should be a clear and recognizable 
element of the visual identity.
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Typography Audi Type
Extended

Audi Type
Extended 
Bold

Audi Type
Extended 
Normal

Audi Type Extended
Audi Type
Audi Type Screen
Type Usage & Hierarchy

Audi Type Extended is the primary 
typeface used for Audi on demand 
and is best in large and medium-scale 
headlines and subheadlines.14

15
15
16

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/ 
basics/typography.html
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www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/ 
basics/typography.html

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/ 
basics/typography.html

Graphic Tools

Audi Type Audi Type
Screen

Audi Type is used for everything under 
the subheadline– body text, captions,  
and legal copy. Typography can appear 
in black or white, depending on the 
background. Bold can be used for 
highlights in body copy. 

Audi Type Screen is optimized for digital 
applications and should only be used as 
such. Like with Audi Type, typography 
can appear black or white depending on 
the background colour. The use of gray 
tones is also possible for functional 
reasons in digital applications.

Audi Type Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTVW 
XYZ 01234556789!@#$%&

Audi Type Normal
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTVW 
XYZ 01234556789!@#$%&

Audi Type Screen Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTV 
WXYZ 01234556789!@#$%

Audi Type Screen Normal
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTVW 
XYZ 01234556789!@#$%&

Audi Type Screen Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTVW 
XYZ 01234556789!@#$%&
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digital applications. When there are various 
levels of information present, type size and 
weight must provide necessary contrast. 
These examples should used only as a 
guideline, and each job analyzed individually.

Audi Type is used for everything under the 
subheadline– body text, captions, and 
footnotes. Typography can appear in black 
or white, depending on the background. 
Bold can always be used for emphasis. 
Audi Type Screen should be reserved for 

Graphic Tools

Type Usage
& Hierarchy

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit.
Consectetur adipiscing elit.
Consectetur adipiscing elit.

In reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat 
nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat non proident, sunt in 
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.Sunti 
conseque cus perorero magnam alibero comnihicient volores 
que por apictur sinitio. Alita quam faccus ut ut quam volupie.

46pt/px

      
20pt/px

10pt/px

6pt/px

Sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris 
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat ur simus entiis et opta.

Headline
Audi Type Extended Bold

Subheadline
Audi Type Extended Bold
Audi Type Extended Regular

Body
Audi Type Bold/Screen Bold
Audi Type Normal /Screen Normal

Caption/Footnote
Audi Type/Screen Normal
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Aliae parum 
cora none id.
Tia peria cus ni occullu.

Audi on demand

Lorem Ipsum

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/
basics/layout-structure.html

Expelesciamet ipsant poremporit, consequi 
aut vel il in pos modipsanimin nobist, 
voluptatibus elition seNequis eiciur, sin 

Expelesciamet ipsant poremporit, 
consequi aut vel il in pos modipsanimin 
nobist, voluptatibus elition seNequis 

Aliae parum 
cora none id.

Audi on demand

Audi on demand

Aliae parum 
cora none id.
Tia peria cus ni occullu

Loreici to torae enia as aut apit la pra 
eum aritam explaut as a sus sinust 
alit et la aut aut poratem init labo. Et 
repudignamus ex eatum sa volorepra 
denduciMagnatiantios dolorrunt.
Ehentur rero quo mod que nit, nulland 
untiatio omnihil itiisita ne invellam sunt 
vOvit es minte cus alisqui il is aritias 
verum ercienis cus, ut perum fugiatio. 
Piciunt, sam comnisBea dionsec 
uptationet que con ressinc ilignistrum 
inulloreMintota pres alita idelluptur?
Omnitium aut

Evividi partiu vidempotifecEvividi partiu vidempotifec

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

Aliae parum 
cora none id.

Tia peria cus ni occullu
Ust autes mos incto eSed quisit aut fugitiate earuptatis 
rae in nime od quias autectu ritaquiate voles eos atem id 
ellaut volorro derovid moluptur ma ni ut erio in remodis 
receaquasped molorpor aut od utemquam, vel ipsamus 

Audi on demand

Graphic Tools

Layout AOD 
LayoutsAOD Layouts

Layout Structure 1
Layout Structure 2
Layout Structure 3
Layout Structure 4  (Digital Banner)
Layout Option: Subdivisions
Positioning of Logo

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

The Audi on demand visual identity 
follows the same flexible principles as 
the four existing Audi layouts. For more 
information on these layouts, visit the 
Audi CI Layout Structure portal.

Layout Structure 1

Layout Structure 3 Layout Structure 4
(Online Banner)

Layout Structure 2
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Elements 

1. Rings
2. Headline
3. Wordmark
4. Subdivision for body text

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/
basics/layout-structure.html

Graphic Tools

This layout option works best for moments 
when there is some functional information 
but emphasis is on an a brand image. Rings, 
wordmark, headline, and subheadline are 
placed over the image, while a subdivision 

(either black or white) keeps the 
informational text safely out of the way.

Expelesciamet ipsant poremporit, consequi 
aut vel il in pos modipsanimin nobist, vo-
luptatibus elition seNequis eiciur, sin resererum

Aliae parum 
cora none id.

Audi on demand

1.

2.

3. 4.

Layout 
Structure 1
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Layout 
Structure 2

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/
basics/layout-structure.html

Elements 

1. Rings
2. Headline
3. Subheadline
4. Body text
5. Wordmark

This layout option works best for moments 
when there is a small amount of functional 
information and emphasis on a large, 
full-bleed brand image. 

Aliae parum 
cora none id.

Tia peria cus ni occullu
Ust autes mos incto eSed quisit aut fugitiate earuptatis rae in 
nime od quias autectu ritaquiate voles eos atem id ellaut vol-
orro derovid moluptur ma ni ut erio in remodis receaquasped 
molorpor aut od utemquam, vel ipsamus.

Audi on demand

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Aliae parum 
cora none id.

Tia peria cus ni occullu
Ust autes mos incto eSed quisit aut fugitiate earuptatis rae in 
nime od quias autectu ritaquiate voles eos atem id ellaut vol-
orro derovid moluptur ma ni ut erio in remodis receaquasped 
molorpor aut od utemquam, vel ipsamus.

Audi on demand
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Audi on demand

Aliae parum 
cora none id.
Tia peria cus ni occullu

Loreici to torae enia as aut apit la pra 
eum aritam explaut as a sus sinust 
alit et la aut aut poratem init labo. Et 
repudignamus ex eatum sa volorepra 
denduciMagnatiantios dolorrunt.
Ehentur rero quo mod que nit, nulland 
untiatio omnihil itiisita ne invellam sunt 
vOvit es minte cus alisqui il is aritias 
verum ercienis cus, ut perum fugiatio. 
Piciunt, sam comnisBea dionsec up-
tationet que con ressinc ilignistrum 
inulloreMintota pres alita idelluptur?
Omnitium aut

Evividi partiu vidempotifecEvividi partiu vidempotifec

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

Graphic Tools

Layout 
Structure 3

This layout option works best when there is 
a large amount of functional information 
but equal importance is placed on a brand 
image. Rings, wordmark, headline, and 
subheadline are placed over the image, 
while a subdivision (either black or white) 

keeps the informational text safely out of 
the way.

2.

3.

4.

1.

5.

Audi on demand

Aliae parum 
cora none id.
Tia peria cus ni occullu

Loreici to torae enia as aut apit la pra 
eum aritam explaut as a sus sinust 
alit et la aut aut poratem init labo. Et 
repudignamus ex eatum sa volorepra 
denduciMagnatiantios dolorrunt.
Ehentur rero quo mod que nit, nulland 
untiatio omnihil itiisita ne invellam sunt 
vOvit es minte cus alisqui il is aritias 
verum ercienis cus, ut perum fugiatio. 
Piciunt, sam comnisBea dionsec up-
tationet que con ressinc ilignistrum 
inulloreMintota pres alita idelluptur?
Omnitium aut

Evividi partiu vidempotifecEvividi partiu vidempotifec

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

Olorae doluptas abo. Ur re, oditius plam 
ellectu sdanditis dolut eum dionsen 
imilloris des explatent volor audam 
aperfere pelit occab ipicae eaque venihit 
quodi quasimu scipsumquae culpa sit, 
apicili quamus dolor am, no

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/
basics/layout-structure.html

Elements 

1. Wordmark
2. Rings
3. Headline
4. Subheadline
5. Body Text
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Layout 
Structure 4
(Online Banner)

This layout is best used for animated digital 
applications. All information is placed over 
a subdivision– either black or white. Refer 
to the Audi CI Online Banner guidelines for 
more information on animated content.

4.

5.

6.

3.

2.

1.

Audi on demand

Aliae parum 
cora none id.
Tia peria cus ni occullu.

https://www.audi.com/ci/en/
guides/communication-media/
online-banner.html

Elements 

1. Animation 
2. Rings
3. Headline
4. Subheadline
5. Action button
6. Wordmark

Button variations can be chosen 
depending on the online banner 
background colour

Find out moreFind out more

Find out more

Find out more

Find out more
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Audi on demand

Graphic Tools

Layout Option:
Subdivisions

Any layout can be divided into subdivisions 
for situations with both images and 
functional information. By using the 
subdivision system, information can be kept 
clear and easy to read. Choose a layout that 
works with the amount of copy present in 

Full bleed image 1:2 3:1 Full subdivision

the application and compliments the image. 
The size of the subdivision is flexible and 
can be located on the left, right, top, or 
bottom of a page. 

Audi on demand Audi on demandAudi on demand



Audi 
on demand

When a layout with subdivisions is selected, 
the rings should appear on the image and 
other elements on the block. However, if 
the image is too busy, too small, or too 
close to the bottom of the page, prioritize 
legibility of the logo.

23Graphic Tools

Positioning of Logo

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/basics/
layout-structure.html

Audi 
on demand

Audi 
on demand

Avoid placing logo on busy image

Use an image with 
enough clear space

Move the logo to 
a clear subdivision
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Photography Photography
StylesPhotography Styles

Brand  Photography
Documentary  Photography
Things to Avoid

24
25
26
27

One of the main brand differentiators 
between the Audi brands and Audi on 
demand is photography style. Audi on 
demand images should be experience-
driven and not feel overly staged or too 
exclusive. Images should not focus on 
products– there should be people 
interacting with their Audi in every shot. 

Campaign Photography

Highly stylized
Experience-driven

Brand Photography

Localized
Everyday moments
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Brand
Photography

Audi on demand brand images should 
reflect brand values. They must be highly 
stylized, conveying a premium lifestyle 
while not feeling overly exclusive. Use 
straightforward images where situations 
are shown clearly and authentically.  

Cars shouldn’t look like objects on display 
but rather appear like part of the moment 
and experience. Like in fashion, images 
should change frequently. 
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Documentary
Photography

Because Audi on demand locations exist 
across the world, images should be local 
and situative, and the photography style 
rooted in everyday moments. Location-
based documentary photography should be 
used to explain and educate the customer 

by showing them the potential of the Audi 
on demand service in their own lives, 
wherever they may travel. 
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Things to Avoid Avoid images that look overly-staged. 
Similarly, steer clear from photos that are 
product-focused or lack human interaction.  
Each shot should be authentic and speak to 
the everyday. While extremely saturated 
images don’t work with the brand, be 

careful that they don’t appear too 
desaturated. Don’t add special effects. Find 
a balance that brings together natural light 
with sharp colours, organic movements, and 
local taste. 

Product-focused images Overly-manipulated imagesOverly-staged photographs
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Icons Technical-
style IconsTechnical-style Icons28

Audi has developed a series of useful 
icons which are also used as part of Audi 
on demand. Download approved icons 
and learn how to use them in the Audi CI 
User Interface portal. The following are 
icons commonly used for 
communications.

www.audi.com/ci/en/intro/ 
basics/icons.html
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Applications
Letterhead
Business Card
Envelope
Email Signature
Flyer
Poster
Flyer Examples
Poster Examples
Banners & Flags 
Standing Banners
Merchandise

31
31
32
32
33
33
34
35
36
37
38
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Business
Card

Letterhead The Audi on demand letterhead template 
follows the one used for AUDI AG. View 
complete guidelines and specifications 
for print communications online through 
the Audi Dealer Portal. 

Format:
Global, US

Format:
Global, US

AOD letterhead template file 
available primary and preprinted 
for A4 and Letter paper sizes. AOD_businesscard_global.indd

AOD_businesscard_global.idml
AOD_businesscard_US.indd
AOD_businesscard_US.idml

The Audi on demand business card 
template follows the one used for AUDI 
AG. View complete guidelines and 
specifications for print communications 
online through the Audi Dealer Portal. 

Applications
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Envelope The Audi on demand envelope template 
follows the one used for AUDI AG. View 
complete guidelines and specifications 
for print communications online through 
the Audi Dealer Portal. 

Email
Signature

The Audi on demand email signature 
template follows the one currently used 
for AUDI AG. 

Applications

Format:
C4, C5, DL

Type Specs:
Arial 9 pt
#000000

AOD_envelope_C4.indd
AOD_envelope_C4.idml
AOD_envelope_C5_2C.indd
AOD_envelope_C5_2C.idml 
AOD_envelope_DINlong_2C.indd
AOD_envelope_DINlong_2C.idml

AOD_signature.docx
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Flyer Flyers and banners can be created 
by following any of the Audi layout 
guidelines. The templates attached 
serve as a starting point.

Poster Posters can be created by following  
any of the Audi layout guidelines.  
The templates attached serve as a 
starting point.

Format:
A3, A4

Format:
A0, A1

AOD flyer template file available 
primary and preprinted for A3 and 
A4 paper sizes, both vertical and 
horizontal.

AOD poster template file available 
primary and preprinted for A0 and 
A1 paper sizes, both vertical and 
horizontal.

Udae optatin ihiliquide nonet 
evernatatem eaquo qui volutem

Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type 
Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi 
Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt 
Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 6 pt Audi Type Normal Footnote: 
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Audi on demand

If there is a message, the rings 
are acting as an opening or a 
conclusion. In other cases, they 
can be placed anywhere and in 
any size (within the brand 
space). If there is a message, the 

If there is a message, the rings 
are acting as an opening or a 
conclusion. In other cases, they 
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any size (within the brand 
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1. Pick up your keys 2. Drive your new car
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Collect moments, 
not belongings

Audi on demand
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Audi on demand
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The following examples show the possibility 
of print and digital applications created 
with the Audi layout system. 

Applications

Examples
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Examples The following examples show the possibility 
of print and digital applications created 
with the Audi layout system. 
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Banners &
Flags

Hanging banners can be created by following 
the banners section of the Audi on demand 
spatial design guidelines. Flags can be 
created by following the existing Audi  
flag guidelines. 

When banners have content other than  
the Audi on demand logo, follow 
communication layout guidelines.
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Standing Banners Standing banners can be created by 
following the existing Audi layout 
guidelines. With a banner of this size,  
always prioritize legibility of the logo.
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Merchandise The following images serve as a guideline 
for merchandise and packaging design.
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Digital Channel Branding Website 
& AppWebsite & App

Social Platforms
Digital Banners

39
40
41

Audi on demand digital application 
layouts follow the same guidelines as 
the rest of the visual identity. Refer to 
Layout 4 from the Graphic Tools section 
for a guideline on how to create digital 
banners.https://www.audi.com/ci/en/

guides/communication-media/
online-banner.html
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Social Platforms Audi on demand digital applications follow 
the same guidelines as the rest of the visual 
identity. The following are some examples 
of branding across digital social platforms.
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Digital Banners

https://www.audi.com/ci/en/guides/
communication-media/online-banner

Digital banners can be created by following 
Layout Option 4, as well as the Online 
Banner section of the Audi CI guidelines. 
The following examples are a starting point.
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Concierge Tone & Voice
Introduction
Tone & Voice
Behavioural Anchors

43
44
45
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The concierge’s role is to peak interest 
in the Audi on demand program while 
assisting customers in the hand-over and 
retrieval process. The concierge should 
be a team player, knowledgeable, and 
friendly. Above all else, they provide 
customers with a human interaction 
within a service that exists primarily on 
the web or mobile app. Humanizing the 
service is important as it allows customers 
to feel more comfortable. 

Meet customers at eye level.

We believe that equal partnership 
expresses progressive luxury. 

Our services are built around mutual 
respect and empowerment. By making 
promises and following through, we 
believe customers will do the same.

Concierge Tone & Voice

Introduction
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There are three main categories for  
evaluating a concierge:  
 
Peace of Mind

What do people pay a premium price for? 
Audi on demand is premium and cool, 
wrapped up in one, so our concierge 
should be too. Approachable and friendly 
works best, but with a premium twist.
 
Because product features are constantly 
changing, a concierge must stay current.

Sophisticated

The concierge is responsive and open- 
minded, adapting to the customer and 
their needs. They are creative, finding 
quick and effective solutions. They are 
efficient and informed, collecting informa-
tion about the customer upfront.

Confident & Charming

The concierge is competent, knowing every 
vehicle very well. They are authentic, 
confident, friendly, and always approach-
able. They are smart, quick-thinking, 
adaptable, and well-educated on all things 
Audi.

Concierge Tone & Voice

Tone & Voice
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Delighting customers while 
being a brand ambassador.

The concierge is customer-facing and thus 
often faced with tasks requiring skills in 
service thinking, problem solving, custom-
er orientation, socializing, and participat-
ing in performance and value orientations.

The following diagram illustrates six 
competencies and behavioral anchors that  
create positive customer responses and an 
excellent image of Audi on demand.

Concierge Tone & Voice

Behavioural
Anchors

Value Orientation

Focus on Results

Communication, 
Rhetorical Skills, and Cooperation

Analytical Skills

Willingness to Learn

Motivation to Achieve Goals
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Uniform Guidelines Colour 
& StyleColour & Style

Logo Positioning
46
47

Audi on demand uniforms prioritize a 
sleek, athletic look which is functional 
yet premium. Employees should wear a 
long or short-sleeved collared shirt in 
black or white, with black pants and 
black or white shoes.

Materials should be comfortable, natural, 
and breathable. They should be dirt-
repellent, durable, crease-resistant, and 
suitable to various seasons and climates.
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On other merchandise, positioning depends 
on the design. The ring size is flexible with 
20mm being the minimum ring width, and 
50mm being the maximum. The logo 
should appear in solid black, white, or 
reflective material.

On shirts and jackets, the rings should 
appear on the left side of the uniform, with 
the wordmark on the right. The rings should 
be 50mm wide, and the wordmark scaled to 
the correct proportion. 

Logo Size &
Positioning

Production Processes

Embroidery is the preferred method  
for applying the logo to clothing.  
Other options include screen-printing 
or flocking.

Uniform Ring 
Width: 50mm

Rings always 
on left side



Your 
journey 
begins
here. 


